Hedge Fund Basics

- **FSRC**: Generate a custom fund search
- **HFND**: Access a menu of hedge fund functions
- **HGFD**: Access a menu of hedge fund Web sites

**Arbitrage**

- **CIX**: Create custom index expressions
- **DTOP**: Find top corporate finance news
- **G**: Customize technical charts
- **GP**: Graph historical closing prices
- **NI ARBTABLE**: Find news on M&A arbitrage tables
- **NI DRV**: Find news on derivative securities
- **NI MNA**: Find news on M&A activity
- **MA**: Analyze current and historical M&A transactions

**Convertible Arbitrage**

- **ALLQ**: Monitor a bond's market information by pricing source
- **CBMU**: Access a menu of convertible bond functions
- **CORR**: Create correlation matrices
- **HVG**: Graph historical price/yield volatilities
- **NI BON**: Find news on the bond market
- **NI EQL**: Find news on equity-linked securities
- **OVCV**: Calculate the fair and relative value of a selected convertible security
- **PCS**: Set proprietary pricing provider defaults
- **WB**: Monitor global benchmark bonds
- **NIM**: Monitor new bond and equity offerings

**Event Driven Strategies**

- **CDSW**: Create and value credit default swaps
- **CRPR**: Analyze an issuer’s credit profile
- **DDIS**: Display outstanding debt and loans
- **HYM**: Display a menu of high yield bond market functions

**News and Research**

- **ISSD**: Analyze an issuer's financial data and operations
- **NI ANACUT**: Find news on analyst downgrades
- **NI BCY**: Find news on bankruptcies
- **NI CORPGOV**: Find news on corporate governance
- **NI RESTATE**: Find news on financial restatements
- **NI WARN**: Find news on profit warnings
- **YAS**: Calculate a bond's price based on spreads to the yield curve
- **RATC**: Generate custom ratings searches

**Essentials**

- **BBXL**: Learn about Bloomberg calculations in Excel
- **BLP**: Start Bloomberg Launchpad
- **BU**: Access a menu of Bloomberg training resources
- **EASY**: Learn ease-of-use tips and shortcuts
- **PDF**: Set personal defaults

**Communication Tools**

- **ANY**: Learn how to access Bloomberg Anywhere
- **BBFN**: Learn about Bloomberg voice and video conferencing
- **DMSG**: Manage data messages
- **IB**: Learn about Instant Bloomberg messaging
- **MSGM**: Access a menu of message functions
- **PHON**: Learn how to access BLOOMBERG via phone or PDA
- **RMSG**: Block incoming Internet messages
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